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Abstract

A distributed concurrent search algorithm for solving
distributed constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSPs) is
presented. Concurrent search algorithms are composed of
multiple search processes (SPs) that operate concurrently
and scan non-intersecting parts of the global search space.
EachSPis represented by a unique data structure, contain-
ing a current partial assignment (CPA), that is circulated
among the different agents. Search processes are generated
dynamically, starting by the initializing agent, and also by
any number of agents during search.

In the proposed algorithm, all search processes per-
form conflict-based backjumping concurrently. This results
in two advantages:

• The search on each sub-space is more efficient

• Backjumping in a single search space can detect mul-
tiple unsolvable search spaces, thus sharing informa-
tion among search processes

Experimental evaluation of theConcCBJ algorithm, on
randomly generatedDisCSPs, is presented.ConcCBJ out-
performs both its simpler (backtracking) version and asyn-
chronous backtracking (ABT) [Yokoo2000].

1. Introduction

Distributed constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSPs)
are composed of agents, each holding its local constraints
network, that are connected by constraints among vari-
ables of different agents. Agents assign values to variables,
attempting to generate a locally consistent assignment
that is also consistent with all constraints between agents
(cf. [Yokoo2000, Solotorevsky et. al.1996]). To achieve this
goal, agents check the value assignments to their vari-
ables for local consistency and exchange messages with

other agents, to check consistency of their proposed as-
signments against constraints with variables owned by
different agents. Following common practice, it is as-
sumed that an agent can send messages to any one of
the other agents [Yokoo2000, Meseguer and Jimenez2000,
Bessiere et. al.2001].

Distributed CSPs are an elegant model for many ev-
ery day combinatorial problems that are distributed by na-
ture. Take for example a large hospital that is composed of
many wards. Each ward constructs a weekly timetable as-
signing its nurses to shifts. The construction of a weekly
timetable involves solving a constraint satisfaction problem
for each ward. Some of the nurses in every ward are qual-
ified to work in theEmergency Room. Hospital regulations
require a certain number of qualified nurses (e.g. for Emer-
gency Room) in each shift. This imposes constraints among
the timetables of wards and generates a complex Distributed
CSP [Solotorevsky et. al.1996].

A search procedure for a consistent assignment of all
agents in aDisCSP , is a distributed algorithm. An intu-
itive way to make the distributed search process on DisC-
SPs efficient is to enable agents to compute concurrently.
One method for achieving concurrency in search on DisC-
SPs is to enable agents to search asynchronously. In asyn-
chronous search all agents compute assignments to their
variables concurrently (asynchronously) and cooperate in a
single search process over the DisCSP.

Several asynchronous search algorithms forDisCSPs
have been proposed in the last decade [Yokoo et. al.1998,
Yokoo2000, Bessiere et. al.2001]. The common feature of
all asynchronous search algorithms is that agents process
their assignments asynchronously, even if their local assign-
ments are not consistent with other agents’ assignments.
In order to make asynchronous backtracking correct and
complete asynchronous search algorithms keep data struc-
tures for nogoods that are discovered during search (cf.
[Bessiere et. al.2001]).



A different way of achieving concurrency for search
is to enable the agents to run multiple search pro-
cesses concurrently on a DisCSP [Zivan and Meisels2002].
The concurrent backtracking algorithm (ConcBT), which
we presented in a previous paper, distributes among
agents a dynamically changing number of search pro-
cesses [Zivan and Meisels2004]. All agents participate in
each search process, since each agent holds some variables
of the search space. Agents generate and terminate search
processes dynamically during the run of theConcBT al-
gorithm [Zivan and Meisels2004]. Each of the search pro-
cesses ofConcBT circulates among all agents a form of
message that includes a consistent partial assignment of
multiple agents. When such a message includes a complete
assignment, to all variables of all agents, the search process
stops and the solution is reported.

The present paper proposes an algorithm thatruns mul-
tiple backjumping search processeson DisCSPs. The pro-
posedConcCBJ algorithm performs conflict-based back-
jumping (CBJ) on each of its concurrent sub-search spaces.
There are two major advantages to concurrent CBJ search.
First, the efficiency of each sub search process is improved.
Second, the performance of backjumping in one search
space can indicate that other search spaces are unsolvable
enabling early termination of the search processes exploring
them (Section 3). The concurrency of theConcCBJ algo-
rithm is achieved by the circulation of multiple Current Par-
tial Assignments(CPAs) among all agents. EachCPA rep-
resents one search process (SP ) and each search process
scans a different part of the global search space. The search
space is split dynamically at different points on the path of
the search process by agents generating additionalCPAs.
This changes dynamically the degree of concurrency dur-
ing search and enables automatic load balancing. The split-
ting and re-splitting of the search space is performed inde-
pendently by agents and is thus a distributed process.

In order to describe theConcCBJ algorithm we first
introduce concurrent search in its simplest form in sec-
tion 2. In section 3 we present the changes to sim-
ple concurrent search, to enable it to perform Conflict-
based Backjumping (CBJ). The method for terminating SPs
which are shown to be unsolvable is also presented in sec-
tion 3. A correctness and completeness proof for concur-
rent search is outlined in section 4. Section 5 presents ex-
perimental evaluations, which demonstrate the advantage
of ConcCBJ over the originalConcBT algorithm. A
comparison ofConcCBJ to asynchronous backtracking
(ABT) [Yokoo2000, Bessiere et. al.2001] is also presented
in Section 5.ConcCBJoutperformsABT by a large factor
and its advantage is more pronounced for harder problem
instances. Our conclusions on the advantages of using mul-
tiple CBJ search processes in DisCSP search are summa-

rized in section 6.

2. Concurrent Search

A concurrent search algorithm performs multiple con-
current backtrack search processes on disjoint parts of the
DisCSPsearch-space. Each search space includes all vari-
ables and therefore involves all agents. Each agent holds a
set of data structures, one for each search process. These
data structures, which we termSPs, include all the rele-
vant data for the state of the agent on each of the search pro-
cesses. Agents in concurrent search algorithms pass their as-
signments to other agents on aCPA(Current Partial Assign-
ment) data structure. EachCPA represents one search pro-
cess, and holds the agents’ current assignments in the corre-
sponding search process. An agent that receives aCPAtries
to assign its local variables with values that are not conflict-
ing with the assignments already on theCPA, using only
the current domains in theSPthat is related to the received
CPA. The uniqueness of theCPAfor every search space en-
sures that assignments are not done concurrently in a single
sub-search-space.

An agent can generate a set ofCPAs that split the search
space of a singleCPA that passed through that agent, by
splitting the domain of one of its variables. Agents can per-
form splits independently and keep the resulting data struc-
tures (SPs) privately. All other agents need not be aware of
the split, they process allCPAs in exactly the same man-
ner (see section 2.2).CPAs are created either by the Initial-
izing Agent (IA) at the beginning of the algorithm run, or
dynamically by any agent that splits an active search-space
during the algorithm run. A simple heuristic of counting
the number of times agents pass theCPA in a sub-search-
space (without finding a solution), is used to determine the
need for re-splitting of search-spaces. This generates a nice
mechanism of load balancing, creating more search pro-
cesses on heavily backtracked search spaces.

A backtrack operation is performed by an agent which
fails to find a consistent assignment in the search-space cor-
responding to the partial assignment on theCPA.

2.1. Main objects of Concurrent search

The main data structure that is used and passed between
the agents is acurrent partial assignment (CPA). A CPA
contains an ordered list of triplets< Ai, Xj , val > where
Ai is the agent that owns the variableXj andval is a value,
from the domain ofXj , assigned toXj . This list of triplets
starts empty, with the agent that initializes the search pro-
cess, and includes more assignments as it is passed among



the agents. Each agent adds to aCPA that passes through
it, a set of assignments to its local variables that is consis-
tent with all former assignments on theCPA. If successful,
it passes theCPA to the next agent. If not, itbacktracks, by
sending theCPA to the agent from which it was received.
Splitting the search space on some variable divides the val-
ues in the domain of this variable into several groups. Each
sub-domain defines a unique sub-search-space and a unique
CPA traverses this search space (for a detailed example of
dynamic splitting see [Zivan and Meisels2004]).

Every agent that receives aCPAfor the first time, creates
a local data structure which we call asearch process (SP).
This is true also for the initializing agent (IA), for each cre-
atedCPA. TheSPholds all data on current domains for the
variables of the agent, such as the remaining and removed
values during the path of theCPA.

The structure of theID of a CPA and its corresponding
SP is a pair< A, j >, whereA is the ID of the agent that
created the CPA andj is the number of CPAs this agent cre-
ated so far. TheID of CPAs enables all agents to create
CPAs independently, with a uniqueID. This is the basis for
dynamic splitting of the search space. When a split is per-
formed during search, allCPAs generated by the agent that
performs the split have a uniqueID and carry theID of the
CPA from which they were split.

2.2. Algorithm description

In order to present concurrent search algorithms we use
the following terminology:

• CPA generator: Every CPA carries theID of the
agent that created it.

• steps limit: the number of steps (from one agent to
the next) that will trigger a split, if theCPA does not
find a solution, or does not return to its generator.

• split set: the set ofSP -IDs, stored in eachSP after
a split has been performed, including theIDs of the
activeSPs that were split from theSP by the agent
holding it.

• origin SP : an agent that performs a dynamic split,
holds in each of the newSPsthe ID of the SP it was
split from (i.e. of origin SP ). An analogous defini-
tion holds fororigin CPA. Theorigin SP of anSP
that was not created in a dynamic split operation is its
own ID.

The messages exchanged by agents in concurrent search are
the following:

• CPA - a regular CPA message.

• backtrack msg- a CPA sent in a backtrack operation.

• ConcBT:
1. done← false
2. if (IA) then initialize SPs
3. while(not done)
4. switch msg.type
5. split: performsplit
6. stop: done← true
7. CPA: receiveCPA
8. backtrack: receiveCPA

• initialize SPs:
1. for i← 1 todomain size
2. createSP(i)
3. domainSP[i]← first val[i]
4. CPA← createCPA(i)
5. assign CPA

• receiveCPA:
1. CPA←msg.CPA
2. if (first received(CPAID))
3. createSP(CPAID)
4. if (CPA generator = ID)
5. CPA steps← 0
6. else
7. CPA steps ++
8. if (CPA steps = steps limit)
9. send(split msg, CPA generator)
10. if (msg.type =backtrack msg)
11. removelast assignment
12. assign CPA

• assignCPA:
1. CPA← assignlocal
2. if (is consistent(CPA))
3. if (is full(CPA))
4. report solution
5. stop
6. else
7. send(CPA, nextagent)
8. else
9. backtrack

Figure 1. Main and Assign parts of ConcBT

• stop - a message indicating the end of the search.

• split - a message that is sent in order to trigger a split
operation. Contains theID of theSPto be split.

• unsolvable - a message used by the ConcCBJ algo-
rithm, to indicate an unsolvable sub search space.

The simplest concurrent search algorithm is Concurrent
Backtracking (ConcBT ) [Zivan and Meisels2004]. The
main function of the algorithm and functions that perform
assignments on theCPA when it moves forward are pre-
sented in (Figure 1).
• The main functionConcBT, initializes the search if it

is run by theinitializing agent (IA). It initializes the al-
gorithm by creating multipleSPs, assigning each SP
with one of the first variable’s values. After initializa-
tion, it loops forever, waiting for messages to arrive.



• receiveCPA first checks if the agent holds aSPwith
theID of thecurrent CPAand if not, creates a newSP.
If the CPA is received by its generator, it changes the
value of the steps counter (CPA steps) to zero. This
prevents unnecessary splitting. Otherwise, it checks
whether theCPA has reached thesteps limit and a
split must be initialized (lines 7-9). Before assigning
theCPA a check is made whether theCPA was re-
ceived in abacktrack msg, if so the previous assign-
ment of the agent which is the last assignment made on
the CPA is removed, beforeassign CPA is called
(lines 10-11).

• assignCPA tries to find an assignment for the local
variables of the agent, which is consistent with the as-
signments on thecurrent CPA. If it succeeds, the
agent sends theCPA to the selectednext agent (line
7). If not, it calls thebacktrackmethod (line 9).

The rest of the functions of the ConcBT algorithm are
presented in Figure 2.

• Thebacktrack method is called when a consistent as-
signment cannot be found in aSP. Since a split might
have been performed by the current agent, a check
is made, whether all theCPAs that were split from
the current CPA have also failed (line 2). When all
split CPAs have returned unsuccessfully, a backtrack
message is sent carrying the ID of theorigin CPA.
In case of anIA, the SP and the correspondingori-
gin CPAare marked as a failure (lines 3-4). If all other
CPAs are marked as failures, the search is ended un-
successfully (line 6).

• Theperform split method tries to find in theSPspeci-
fied in thesplit message, a variable with a non-empty
currentdomain. It first checks that theCPA to be split
has not been sent back already, in a backtrack message
(line 1). If it does not find a variable for splitting, it
sends a splitmessage tonext agent (lines 8-9). If it
finds a variable to split, it creates a newSPandCPA,
and callsassignCPAto initialize the new search (lines
3-5). TheID of the generatedCPA is added to the split
set of the dividedSPsorigin SP (line 6).

The algorithm ends unsuccessfully, when allCPAs return
for backtrack to the IA and the domain of their first variable
is empty. The algorithm ends successfully ifone CPA con-
tains a complete assignment, a value for every variable in
the DisCSP.

3. Conflict-based Backjumpig

The method of backjumping that is used in the
proposed algorithm is based onDynamic Backtrack

• backtrack:
1. delete(currentCPA fromorigin split set)
2. if (origin split set is empty)
3. if (IA)
4. CPA← no solution
5. if (no activeCPAs)
6. reportno solution
7. stop
8. else
9. send(backtrack msg, last assignee)
10. else
11. mark fail(current CPA)

• perform split:
1. if (not backtracked(CPA))
2. var← select split var
3. if (var is not null)
4. createsplit SP(var)
5. createsplit CPA(SPID)
6. add(CPAID to origin split set)
7. assign CPA
8. else
9. send(split msg, next agent)

• stop:
1. send(stop,all other agents)
2. done← true

Figure 2. Backtrack and Split for ConcBT

[Ginsberg1993, Bessiere et. al.2001]. Each agent that re-
moves a value from its current domain stores the partial as-
signment that caused the removal of the value. When the
current domain of an agent empties, the agent constructs a
backtrack message from the union of all assignments in its
stored removal explanations. The backtrack message is sent
to the agent which is the owner of the lowest priority vari-
able in the inconsistent partial assignment.

In every sub search space all tuples of assignments share
the head of the assignment. Thus for every sub-search-space
we define:

Definition 3.1 A Common Header(CH) is the maximal
prefix of assignments which is included in all partial as-
signments in a sub-search-space.

In a concurrent backtracking algorithm the inconsis-
tent partial assignments are composed of all assignments
prior to the current empty domain. When backjumping is
performed, an inconsistent subset of former assignments
is constructed, which forms a nogood (or an explana-
tion) [Ginsberg1993]. A short nogood can belong to mul-
tiple search spaces, all of which contain no solution and
are thus unsolvable. In order to terminate the corresponding
search processes, an agent that receives a backtrack mes-
sage performs the following procedure:



• detect theSP to which the receivedCPA either be-
longs or was split from.

• check if theSP was split.

• if it was:

– send anunsolvable message which carries the
ID of the SP found not to contain a solution.
Send the message to the agent to whom the re-
latedCPA was last sent.

– choose a new unique ID for theCPA received
and its relatedSP .

– check if there are otherSPs which contain the in-
consistent partial assignment received, and send
correspondingunsolvable messages.

– continue the search using theSP andCPA with
the new ID.

The change of ID makes the process independent of whether
the backtrack message included theoriginal CPAor one of
its split offsprings.

An agent that receives anunsolvable message performs
the following operations for the unsolvableSP and each of
theSPs split from it:

• mark theSP as unsolvable.

• send anunsolvable message which carries the ID of
theSP to the agent to whom the relatedCPA was last
sent.

Agents that receive aCPA first check if the relatedSP was
not markedunsolvable. If so they terminate theCPA and
its relatedSP .

Figure 3 presents the main method ConcCBJ, the meth-
ods that were changed from theConcBT algorithm in Fig-
ure 1and two additional methods. Line 9 in the main method
calls proceduremark unsolvable when anunsolvable
message is received.

In methodreceive CPA a check is made in lines 3,4
if the SP related to the receivedCPA is marked unsolv-
able. In such a case theCPA is not assigned and the re-
latedSP is terminated. For a backtrackingCPA (lines 13-
18) a check is made whether the SP was split by agents
who received the CPA after this agent (line 15). If so, the
termination of the unsolvable SP is initiated by sending
an unsolvable message. A new ID is assigned to the re-
ceived CPA and its relatedSP (line 17). Before calling
assign CPA, a check is made whether there are other SPs
which can be declared unsolvable. This can happen when
the head of their partial assignment (theirCH) contains the
received inconsistent partial assignment.

• ConcCBJ:
1. done← false
2. if (IA) then initialize SPs
3. while(not done)
4. switch msg.type
5. split: performsplit
6. stop: done← true
7. CPA: receiveCPA
8. backtrack: receiveCPA
9. unsolvable: mark unsolvable

• receiveCPA:
1. CPA←msg.CPA
2. if (unsolvable SP)
3. terminate CPA
4. else
..
..
..
13. if (msg.type =backtrack msg)
14. removelast assignment
15. if (SPsplit ahead)
16. send(unsolvable, SP.nextagent)
17. renameSP
18. checkSPs(CPA.inconsistentassignment)
19. assign CPA

• backtrack:
1. delete(currentCPA fromorigin split set)
2. if (origin split set is empty)
3. if (IA)
4. CPA← no solution
5. if (no activeCPAs)
6. reportno solution
7. stop
8. else
9. backtrack msg← inconsistent assignment
10. send(backtrack msg, lowest priority assignee)
11. else
12. mark fail(current CPA)

• mark unsolvable
1. mark msg.SP unsolvable
2. send(unsolvable, nextagent)
3. for eachsplit SP
4. mark splitSP unsolvable
5. send(unsolvable, nextagent)

• check SPs(inconsistentassignment)
1. for eachof the agent’s SPs
2. if (SP.contains(inconsistentassignment))
3. send(unsolvable, SP.nextagent)

Figure 3. Methods for CBJ

In methodbacktrack, the agent inserts the culprit incon-
sistent partial assignment into the backtrack message (line
9) before sending it back in line 10.

Methodmark unsolvable is part of the mechanism for



terminating SPs on unsolvable search spaces. The agent
marks the SP related to the message received as unsolvable,
and sends unsolvable messages to the agents to whom the
CPA of this SP, and any otherCPA split from it, were sent.

4. Correctness of ConcCBJ

A central fact that can be established immediately is that
agents send forward only consistent partial assignments.
This fact can be seen at lines 1, 2 and 7 of procedureas-
sign CPA (Figure 1). This implies that agents process, in
proceduresreceiveCPA and assignCPA, only consistent
CPAs. Since the processing ofCPAs in these procedures
are the only means for extending partial assignments, the
following lemma holds:

Lemma 4.1 ConcCBJ extends only consistent partial as-
signments. The partial assignments are received via aCPA
and extended and sent forward by the receiving agent.

The correctness of ConcCBJ includes soundness and com-
pleteness. The soundness of ConcCBJ follows immediately
from Lemma 4.1. The only lines of the algorithm that report
a solution are lines 3, 4 of procedureassignCPA. These
lines follow a consistent extension of the partial assignment
on a receivedCPA. It follows that a solution is reportediff
aCPA includes a complete and consistent assignment.

In order to prove the completeness of the ConcCBJ al-
gorithm we first outline the proof for the simpler concurrent
backtrack version and then show that adding conflict based
backjumping does not affect the completeness of the algo-
rithm.

The main points of the completeness proof are the fol-
lowing:

• Completeness for the case of a singleCPA,
is equivalent to the proof of completeness for
centralized backtrack by Kondrak and vanBeek
[Kondrak and vanBeek1997].

• For severalCPAs generated by theIA, the only dif-
ference from the1−CPA case is in the data structures
of theIA.

• Finally, it is shown that a dynamic split operation does
not interfere with the correctness of the algorithm.

The reader is encouraged to look up the full version of the
paper [Zivan and Meisels2004] for the full completeness
proof, as well as for a detailed example of dynamic split-
ting.

For the completeness of ConcCBJ one continues as fol-
lows.

Lemma 4.2 A sub-search-space whoseCH includes an in-
consistent subset of assignments does not include a solution
to the DisCSP.

The proof of lemma 4.2 derives from the method of
constructing an inconsistent assignment in dynamic back-
track [Ginsberg1993, Bessiere et. al.2001]. A partial assign-
ment is declared inconsistent only if it causes an empty do-
main in one of the variables. This implies that this partial
assignment cannot be part of a solution. From definition 3.1
we derive that if aCH includes an inconsistent partial as-
signment it must be included in all the assignments in its re-
lated sub-search-space which means that none of these as-
signments is a solution to theDisCSP .

Lemma 4.3 ConcCBJ does not terminate search-processes
which lead to a solution.

Only SPs that have aCH that is an extension of the
CH that was found inconsistent are marked unsolvable. The
search on theseSPs is later terminated. Lemma 4.2 implies
the proof for lemma 4.3.

It is immediately clear from lemma 4.3 that all partial as-
signments that lead to a solution will be extended and there-
fore the completeness of the ConcBT algorithm will not be
affected by the addition of Conflict-Based Backjumping.

5. Experimental Evaluation

Experiments were conducted on random networks of
constraints. The network of constraints, in each of the ex-
periments, is generated randomly by selecting the proba-
bility p1 of a constraint among any pair of variables and
the probabilityp2, for the occurrence of a violation among
two assignments of values to a constrained pair of variables.
Such uniform random constraints networks ofn variables,
k values in each domain, a constraints density ofp1 and
tightnessp2 are commonly used in experimental evaluations
of CSP algorithms (cf. [Prosser1996, Smith1996]). Experi-
ments were conducted on networks with 10 agents (n = 10)
and 10 values for each agent’s variable (k = 10). In all of
our experimentsp1 = 0.7 and the value of the tightnessp2

is varied between 0.1 and 0.9, to cover all ranges of prob-
lem difficulty.

The common approach in evaluating the performance
of distributed algorithms is to compare two independent
measures of performance - time, in the form of steps of
computation [Lynch1997, Yokoo2000], and communica-
tion load, in the form of the total number of messages
sent [Lynch1997].



Figure 4. Number of steps in different ver-
sions of ConcCBJ, either 1-CPA, 5-CPAs, or
dynamic number of CPAs

5.1. Evaluation of concurrency

To investigate the effect of conflict based backjumping
on concurrent search, one needs to compare the perfor-
mance of ConcCBJ with the simpler algorithm ConcBT. It
is also important to asses the impact of dynamic splitting
of search spaces. To this end, theConcCBJ algorithm was
run in a 1-CPA version, 5-CPA version and a 5-CPA ver-
sion with dynamic re-splitting, using a step limit of 20. The
1-CPA version is completely sequential and serves as the
baseline for comparison to the concurrent versions.

Figure 4 shows the computational effort in number of
concurrent steps of computation to a solution, for all three
versions. It is easy to see that concurrency improves the
search efficiency and that dynamic resplitting improves it
further. Figure 5 shows the results in total number of mes-
sages sent. ConcCBJ with dynamic splitting increases the
number of traversingCPAs during search, but the effect on
the total number of messages is minor.

5.2. Comparing to Asynchronous Backtracking

The performance ofConcCBJ can be compared to
an asynchronous algorithm for solving DisCSPs, Asyn-
chronous BackTracking (ABT ) [Yokoo2000]. In theABT
algorithm agents assign their variables asynchronously, and
send their assignments inok? messages to other agents
to check against constraints. A fixed priority order among
agents is used to break conflicts. Agents inform higher
priority agents of their inconsistent assignment by send-
ing them the inconsistent partial assignment in aNogood
message. In our implementation ofABT , the Nogoods
are resolved and stored according to the method presented
in [Bessiere et. al.2001]. Based on Yokoo’s suggestions

Figure 5. Total number of messages sent by
the different versions of ConcCBJ

Figure 6. Steps performed by ConcBT , Conc-
CBJ and ABT .

[Yokoo2000] the agents read, in every step, all messages re-
ceived before performing computation.

Figure 6 presents the comparison of the number of steps
performed byConcBT , ConcCBJ andABT . Both con-
current algorithms use dynamic re-splitting with step-limit
of 20. For the harder problem instances,ConcBT performs
slightly better thanABT . ConcCBJoutperformsABT on
these instances by a factor of 3.

With respect to the number of messages,ConcCBJ ’s
use of the network is very economic compared toABT .
Figure 7 presents the comparison of the of the total num-
ber of messages sent by the three algorithms. For the harder
problem instances, ConcCBJ sends a factor of 5 fewer mes-
sages than ABT.

6. Discussion

The concurrent backjumping search algorithm
(ConcCBJ) provides an efficient method for sev-



Figure 7. Number of messages sent by Con-
cBT , ConcCBJ and ABT .

eral search processes to search concurrently a DisCSP.
The addition of Conflict Based Backjumping to concur-
rent search, enables early termination of search processes
on sub-spaces which do not lead to a solution. An incon-
sistent subset can be found in one sub-space that rules out
other sub-spaces as unsolvable.

Concurrent Backjumping is a distributed search algo-
rithm that maintains multiple search processes concurrently.
Its experimental behavior on random DisCSPs clearly in-
dicates its efficiency, compared to algorithms of a single
search process likeABT .

A dual model of concurrent search on distributed CSP
is to think of every search process as an agent. Search pro-
cess agents move from one DisCSP agent to another assign-
ing the local variables of each DisCSP agent. The assign-
ments are kept compatible with all former assignments. Ev-
ery CPA is an active agent in this model. CPA agents tra-
verse their sub search spaces on the DisCSP and can gen-
erate additional CPA agents dynamically. CPA agents that
discover themselves unsolvable, terminate. This is aMulti
Search Agentmodel for DisCSPs

Concurrent backtracking, as proposed in the present pa-
per and in [Zivan and Meisels2004], may seem similar to
former approaches of parallelism. Splitting the search space
at the first agent and running several search processes for
each of the values of the first agents’ domain is part of in-
terleaved search in [Hamadi2001]. There is, however, a ma-
jor difference between ConcCBJ and IDIBT [Hamadi2002].
The interleaved parallel search algorithm runs multiple pro-
cesses of an asynchronous search algorithm and its multi-
plicity is fixed at the start of its run [Hamadi2002]. The pro-
tocol of ConcCBJ enables it to perform dynamic splitting
of the search space. Our experimental study shows that dy-
namic splitting of the search space improves the search by
a meaningful factor, in contrast toIDIBT , where perfor-
mance deteriorates for more than 2 contexts [Hamadi2002].
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